Framed
cabinetry
for any room
in the home:
Kitchen
Vanity
Media Center
Great Room
Home Office
Laundry Room
Master Suite
Craft Room
And More...

Cornerstone Collection

On the cover: Valley Forge in Beech
(shown on pages 8-9)
Windsor in Alder with
Maple hood & island

Welcome to the world of possibilities found in Canyon
Creek’s Cornerstone line of framed cabinetry. From the
kitchen to the great room, master suite and beyond, you’ll
find over 50 photos filled with ideas and inspirations for
your next design project. Throughout this book you’ll see
styles from traditional to contemporary, in homes of all
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sizes. In fact, each photo was shot on location in a finished
home, meaning you’re seeing real cabinetry solutions to
real life situations. Whether you’re building a new home or
remodeling an existing one, your authorized Canyon Creek
distributor can help you utilize cabinetry in new ways to
make the most of your space.

Be sure to visit our web site,
www.canyoncreek.com, for
more in-depth information
on our door styles, wood
species, finish enhancements
and accessory options.

Architectural accents from
Enkeboll are combined to
create a stunning range hood.
Enkeboll products from
Canyon Creek are finished at
the same time as the rest of
your cabinetry so that the
finish color and enhancements
will match beautifully.
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Mount Vernon in Rustic Alder with
Artisan Distressing

Our tagline says we’re “bringing
the art of fine cabinetry home.”
Cabinetry as art? Absolutely. Like
a painting you buy because you
love the color, movement or feeling
it brings to a room, the cabinetry
you choose can set the stage for
the rest of your home.

Stratford in Maple & Alder
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Valley Forge in Beech
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Used in European cabinetry and furniture for
generations, European Steamed Beech is a
plentiful, sustainable and carefully managed
species. Offering durability similar to that of
Oak with a more consistent grain pattern,
Beech is becoming increasingly popular for use
in high-end cabinetry, furniture and millwork.

Known for its strength, consistent
look and uniform grain pattern,
Maple is a popular choice for
furniture and cabinetry. Usually
straight-grained, Maple may also
exhibit wavy or curly grain patterns.
The closed grain and even surface
make Maple the wood of choice
for all of our paint colors and
burnished stains.
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Coventry in Maple

Belmont in Cherry
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Layers of detail elevate the look of this kitchen.
Decorative glass doors, corbels, acrylic display
drawers, a plate rack and multiple moulding
profiles are all combined to add depth to a
sophisticated design. The reverse side of the island
features a clever nook that puts the microwave
at a convenient height for the entire family.
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Canyon Creek offers Rustic
versions of three popular species
in our Cornerstone line: Maple,
Alder and Hickory. The basic
characteristics of each species
are present in Rustic styling,
with the addition of naturally
occurring features such as knots,
bark pockets, burled grain and
color streaks. These attributes
will be found randomly throughout the cabinetry, meaning no
single door or drawer front will
perfectly match another. Rustic
styling can be enhanced with
Glazing, which will settle into the
knots and accentuate the grain.

Shaker Solid in Rustic Hickory
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The cabinetry in the kitchens shown on the next few pages
highlight the flexibility of Rustic woods. It’s no surprise to see
Rustic Hickory used in the lodge kitchen above, or Rustic Maple
in the country kitchen on the next page. The Falmouth Solid
kitchen in Rustic Alder on pages 18-19 offers an entirely different
look, with crystal chandeliers and a coffered ceiling.
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Shaker Solid in Rustic Maple
16

Falmouth Solid Inset in Rustic Alder
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Canterbury in Maple
Brentwood Inset in Maple
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Accessories such as the pull-out spice rack shown
at left add function without sacrificing style. Tip-out
trays at the sink, pull-out towel racks and tray dividers
are other popular kitchen accessories. A well-organized
craft or laundry room may feature wire baskets, trash
pull-outs, drawer organizer systems, or even a drawermounted ironing board.

Shaker in Maple
22

Above: Shaker Inset in Maple
with Artisan Distressing
Detail images (left to right)
show Artisan Packages 1, 2, and 3
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Corner angle cabinets are combined with cabinets
of varying depths to pack this kitchen full of
useable storage, while Canyon Creek’s Artisan
Distressing adds plenty of style. Artisan offers
three different packages of hand-applied
distressing techniques, including chisel marks,
carved or worn edges and simulated cracks.
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Combinations – of wood species,
door styles, stain and paint colors,
and even cabinetry lines – are
becoming more and more popular.
This kitchen is an excellent
example of the possibilities, with a
combination of Millennia frameless
cabinetry on the wall and base
cabinets and Cornerstone framed
cabinetry used for the island.
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Garrison in Maple (island)
Canterbury in Alder (Wall & Base)

Shaker in Cherry
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Lightweight, strong Cherry is often
considered the top-of-the-line in
hardwoods. This luxury wood’s
smooth texture feels satiny to the
touch, and its distinctive luster
seems to glow. Cherry will naturally
darken over time with exposure to
light and day-to-day use, and take
on a rich, amber patina.

Houston in Cherry
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Left: Shaker in Oak
Below: Shalimar in Oak

Oak is a widely used wood species that is strong, heavy
and very durable. Characterized by a bold grain pattern
and rich, warm color, Oak is an abundant species that
is popular for cabinetry and furniture. The kitchens
pictured here show the ability of Oak to fit into a range
of design styles.
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Our distributor network consists
of kitchen and bath professionals, dealers, builders and Certified
Kitchen Designers, all chosen by us
for their commitment to quality and
customer service. From the smallest
powder room to the largest kitchen,
they can help you pull all of the
elements together into the room
of your dreams.
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Cape Cod Solid in Maple

Below: Shalimar in Hickory with Maple island
Right: Athens in Beech

Hickory is a strong, heavy dense wood and is distinguished by
dramatic contrasts of light and dark wood. This “mild to wild”
color characteristic can show up on a single door or drawer
front, a contrast to the consistency of Beech, shown at right.
Hickory’s interesting grain pattern adds a sense of movement
to a room, but is often muted with the use of darker stain
colors, as seen above.
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Westland Solid Inset in
Rustic Alder, wall cabinets
Hampton in Rustic Alder,
base cabinets
Westland Solid Inset
in Maple, island
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One door style, two very
different rooms: the kitchens
shown on the next eight pages
are an excellent demonstration
of the flexibility of individual
door styles. Two are Canyon
Creek’s Charleston door style,
two feature Chatham, and the
final two utilize Falmouth. Each
designer has used different
wood species, stain and paint
colors, finish enhancements, and
moulding treatments to
create a beautiful, functional
space. The homeowners’
belongings and decorative
accents add the final,
personalized touch.
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Charleston in Cherry

Charleston in Alder

Canyon Creek’s Charleston door style is featured in the kitchens
shown here and on pages 40-41. Note how the addition of glaze
above, enhances the door style and complements the dark
granite countertop and backsplash. Shown on the preceding
pages: Stacked wall cabinets with glass doors and light-colored
accents add a contemporary touch.
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Both kitchens are Canyon Creek’s Chatham
door style in Maple and feature nearly
identical crown moulding treatments.
Above, the use of dark blue stain on
selected cabinets and mouldings is an
effective way to add drama and interest.
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Left: Falmouth Inset
in Maple
Above: Falmouth Solid
Beaded Inset in Rustic Alder

While these kitchens both feature our Falmouth door
style, and the door and drawer fronts are Inset, or flush
with the frame, that is where the similarities end. The
Rustic kitchen above includes our Beaded Inset option,
which has a small groove routed into the face frame
around cabinet openings.
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For many of us, the master
suite has become a personal
refuge, full of spa-like amenities
and little luxuries. Custom
vanities and built-ins may
feature towel warming
drawers, coffee makers, small
refrigerators and TVs. Pull-out
pantry shelves can be used to
store toiletries and cosmetics,
and glass-fronted cabinets
display colorful towels and
family photos.

Above: Shaker Solid in Rustic Alder
Right: Cape Cod Solid in Maple
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Mount Vernon in Rustic Alder
with Artisan Distressing
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Since 1981, Canyon Creek Cabinet
Company has been a recognized
leader in the kitchen and bath
industry. Our finish process is
designed to greatly reduce air
pollutants, and we continually
explore new ways to further reduce
electricity and natural gas usage
through process improvements and
equipment upgrades.
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Falmouth Inset in Maple

Fast-growing, plentiful Alder is fairly
lightweight, and is considered to
be a “soft” hardwood. The straight,
close grain and fine, even texture
make Alder a popular choice for
fine cabinetry and furniture. Alder
is often paired with our standard
and Artisan Distressing packages,
to which Glaze can be added to
enhance the techniques.

Stratford in Alder
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Once used exclusively for
kitchens and vanities, cabinetry
can now be found throughout
the home. Canyon Creek’s
Cornerstone line features
cabinetry and accessories
designed specifically for home
offices and media storage, but
“kitchen” cabinetry works well
too. Pull-out drawers make
home electronics easy to access,
and base cabinet recycling
centers are a natural in the
laundry room. Be creative with
everything from apothecary
drawers to wine racks to create
unique, functional storage
solutions for your home.

Windsor in Alder
(This home’s kitchen
is seen on pages 2-3)
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Ordered with – and stained and glazed to match – the
cabinetry, corbels, mouldings, panels and onlays are
combined to create a stunning custom mantel. This is
also a popular treatment for range hoods in the kitchen
and mirror valances in the master suite.
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Placed just off a kitchen, this
versatile space could be the true
hub of the home. In addition to the
office and craft space, multi-level
work island and generous storage
shown, the room contains side-byside stacked washers and dryers
and a wall of cubbyholes for each
family member. Notice the use of
our Sand-Through to Wood finish
enhancement on the island.

Cape Cod Solid in Maple
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Above: Garrison in Cherry
Center: Fairfax in Cherry
Right: Garrison in Cherry
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Media clutter is kept behind closed doors in
cabinetry installations that use crown mouldings,
arched valances and plant-on columns to mimic
free-standing furniture. Lightweight, durable
acrylic panels, seen in the office at far left and on
page 64, are a nice alternative to solid wood doors,
and come in many patterns to fit a range of styles.
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Shaker Solid in Rustic Alder
62

Gettysburg in Alder and Maple
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This corporate office proves that a hard-working
space doesn’t need to be utilitarian. While there
is plenty of storage, decorative touches such as
acrylic door panel inserts, carved corbels and
triple-stacked mouldings add personal style and
create a welcome level of comfort.
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Right: Stratford in Maple

Windsor in Maple
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Bringing the art of fine cabinetry home...
Canyon Creek Cabinet Company
16726 Tye Street SE • Monroe, WA 98272
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